
The GII 2022 captures the innovation ecosystem performance of 132 economies and tracks the most recent global innovation trends.
Ranking is based on two sub-indices 

Innovation Input Sub-Index
Innovation Output Sub-Index

NITI aayog releases India Innovation Index Report annually drawing on the broad framework of GII that ranks states and UTs on 
their innovative performance to build healthy competition among them.

As reported, some states have been using more than permitted Mahatma Gandhi 
National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) funds to build rural 
infrastructure instead of generating livelihood opportunities for rural needy. 

As per guidelines, sixty percent of the scheme allocation in a year has to be utilized 
for agriculture and allied activities and 40% for asset or infrastructure creation, 
administrative purposes and wages. 

This has impacted the creation of livelihood opportunities and has led to a spike in the 
centre’s expenditure under the scheme.
About MGNREGA 

MGNREGA, 2005 is a bottom-up, people-centered, demand-driven, self-selecting 
and rights-based programme to provide guaranteed employment. 

It is implemented in all rural districts of the country.
Resource transfer from Centre to States is based on the demand for employment in 
each State.

Types of works under MGNREGA include 
Public Works Relating to Natural Resources Management - Water conservation and 
water harvesting structures, irrigation etc.
Individual Assets for Vulnerable Sections - Improving productivity of lands of 
households, infrastructure for promotion of livestock etc.
Common Infrastructure for National rural livelihood mission (NRLM) Compliant 
Self-Help Groups.
Rural Infrastructure- all-weather rural road connectivity, individual household 
latrines etc.

Key highlights of the report
India climbs to the 40th rank from 46th rank in 2021 making it the topmost 
innovative lower middle-income economy in the world.
For the twelfth consecutive year, Switzerland ranks first in GII followed by the US.

GII 2022 puts its hopes in two novel innovation waves:
Digital Age innovation wave built on supercomputing, artificial intelligence and 
automation that is on the verge of making ample productivity impacts across all 
sectors – including services – and helping to achieve scientific breakthroughs in 
basic sciences of all fields; and
Deep Science innovation wave built on breakthroughs in biotechnologies, 
nanotechnologies, new materials and other sciences that are revolutionizing 
innovations in four fields of key importance to society: health, food, environment, 
and mobility.
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STATES' MAHATMA GANDHI NREGS UNDER LENS OVER POSSIBLE MISUSE OF FUNDS

Core Objectives of
the MNREGS
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Textiles documented include
Toda embroidery and Sungadi from Tamil Nadu, Himroo weaves from 
Hyderabad and Bandha tie and dye weaving from Sambalpur.
Kunbi weaves from Goa, Mashru weaves and Patola from Gujarat, Himroo from 
Maharashtra and Garad-Koirial from West Bengal.
Ilkal and Lambadi or Banjara embroidery from Karnataka, Sikalnayakanpet 
Kalamkari from Thanjavur.

About Indian textiles
Traditional Indian textiles can be divided into - Embroidered textiles (Phulakri, 
chikankari), resist dyed textiles (Bandhani, Ikat),  Printed textiles (Kalamkari 
, Bagru prints) and hand-woven textiles (Banaras Brocades, Kashmir Shawls) 
etc.
The specialty in the weave of the textiles in each region is developed based on 
location, climate and cultural influences 
India earns about 27% of its total foreign exchange through textile exports.
It also contributes around 3% to the GDP of the country. 

The document ‘Handmade for the 21st Century: Safeguarding Traditional Indian Textile’ lists the histories and legends behind 
the textiles, mentions the causes for their dwindling popularity, and provides strategies for their preservation.

In a significant judgment, the Supreme Court declared that unmarried women are 
also entitled to seek abortion of pregnancy in the term of 20-24 weeks arising 
out of a consensual relationship.

The issue relates to whether the exclusion of unmarried woman, whose 
pregnancy arises out of consensual relationship, from Rule 3B of the Medical 
Term Termination of Pregnancy (MTP) Rules is valid. 
Rule 3B mentions the categories of woman whose pregnancy in the duration 
of 20-24 weeks can be terminated.

Key highlight of the Judgement
Prohibiting unmarried or single women with pregnancies between 20 and 24 
weeks from accessing safe and legal abortion care is violative of her:

Rights of reproductive autonomy, dignity and privacy (Article 21), and
Right to equality before law and equal protection (Article 14). 

Extended the benefits of the MTP Act to minors who engage in consensual 
sexual activity by exempting doctors from disclosing their identity to the local 
police.
Held that the meaning of the words “sexual assault” or “rape” under the rules 
of the MTP Act includes a husband’s act of sexual assault or rape committed 
on his wife.

WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION (WHO) AND 
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR 
ORGANIZATION (ILO) LAY 
DOWN GUIDELINES TO 
TACKLE STRESS IN 
WORKPLACES

UNESCO LAUNCHES LIST DOCUMENTING 50 ICONIC INDIAN HERITAGE TEXTILES

NOW ALL WOMEN ARE ENTITLED TO SAFE AND 
LEGAL ABORTION: SUPREME COURT

According to the WHO, work and mental 
health are closely intertwined. 

A safe and healthy working 
environment supports mental health, 
and good mental health enables 
people to work productively.
Depression and anxiety are thought 
to account for 12 billion lost 
workdays annually, costing the world 
economy close to $1 trillion.

Key measure suggested by the report
Prevent work-related mental health 
conditions through psychosocial risk 
management,
Protect and promote mental health at 
work, especially through training and 
interventions that improve mental 
health literacy,
Support workers with mental health 
conditions to participate fully and 
equitably in work, and
Create an enabling environment with 
cross-cutting actions to improve 
mental health at work.

Importance of improving Mental 
health at Work 

To uphold the human right to good 
health, including mental health.
To advance progress towards the 
Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs), especially SDG 3 on health 
and SDG 8 on decent work for all.
Reduce exclusion at the workplace 
and increase economic security of 
individuals/households.
Benefit enterprises through a larger 
labour market and higher 
productivity.
Save government expenditures on 
healthcare and welfare support.

Decriminalise abortion in certain defined circumstances 
and under due supervision of registered medical 

practitioners.

In 1971, the MTP Act was enacted by Parliament as a 
“health”, “humanitarian”, and “eugenic” measure, to
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Solar geoengineering, also known as solar radiation management (SRM), is a term used to describe a group of hypothetical 
technologies that could, in theory, counteract temperature rise by reflecting more sunlight away from the Earth’s surface.

Although SRM technologies could theoretically lower global warming, they do not aim to reduce the amount of greenhouse 
gases in the atmosphere.

Commonly proposed solar geoengineering technologies 
Stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI): involves injecting tiny reflecting particles, known as aerosols, into the upper atmosphere to 
cool the planet. 
Marine cloud brightening (MCB): involve using ships to spray saltwater into the clouds above the sea. Once airborne, the salt 
particles act as “cloud condensation nuclei”, leading to larger and brighter clouds which reflect away sunlight.
High-albedo crops and buildings  making rooftops and walls brighter. For eg. by painting them white.
Ocean mirror: involve using a fleet of sea vessels to churn up millions of tiny microbubbles on the ocean surface.
Cloud thinning: “remove” cirrus clouds from the atmosphere which absorb large amounts of long-wave radiation.
Space sunshades: sending a giant mirror or fleet of mirrors into orbit in order to reflect away more sunlight.

DESPITE SOLAR GEOENGINEERING, LOCAL TEMPERATURES COULD KEEP RISING FOR 
YEARS

Highlighting the paramount importance of discipline, the SC said that Armed Forces must take 
action against personnel for adultery.

In 2018, SC struck down Section 497 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC), 1860 which criminalized 
adultery (Joseph Shine case).
Citing the case, the Armed Forces Tribunal (AFT) quashed disciplinary proceedings against army 
personnel charged under adultery.

Government has deferred the implementation of mandatory six airbags in passenger cars by one 
year to October 2023.
The Government had issued a draft notification seeking to amend the Central Motor Vehicles 
Rules (CMVR), 1989, to include the airbag mandate for car-makers.
Reason for postponing the implementation is global supply chain-related constraints faced by 
the auto industry.
Airbags are typically made from woven fabrics. Nylon Textiles such as Nylon(polyamide) 6.6 are 
among the most common fabrics used to weave airbag cushions.

SEBI has framed rules for registered Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPIs) to trade in cash settled 
non-agricultural ETCDs.

SEBI discontinued the Eligible Foreign Entities (EFEs) route (allowed in 2018) due to 
non-participation.

ETCDs are the derivatives traded on stock exchanges in a regulated environment with commodity as 
the underlying asset. E.g. gold, crude oil, silver etc.
Advantages of ETCDs: Standardization, Presence of an Intermediary, Market Depth due to 
Liquidity, and Elimination of default risk.

Adani Green has commissioned the world's largest Hybrid power plant of  600 MW Solar and 150 
MW wind power project in Jaisalmer.
Hybrid Power Plants are those power plants which generate electricity from two or more sources, 
usually renewable, with one connection point. 

E.g. Solar + Wind, Solar + Hydraulic, Solar + Biomass etc.
Benefits of Hybrid Power Plants: Reduced intermittency of renewable energy power, improved 
supply stability, increased capacity factor and optimization of transmission network utilization etc.
Negatives: High installation cost, complicated controlling process etc.

Adultery

Mandatory six airbags

ALSO IN NEWS

Exchange-traded 
commodity derivatives 

(ETCDs)

Hybrid Power Plant
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Prime Minister has laid foundation stone of the World’s First CNG Terminal and of the brownfield 
port at Bhavnagar, Gujarat.

It is expected to be operational by 2026.
It will be developed using a public-private partnership (PPP) approach and has a cargo 
handling capacity of 1.5 million metric tonnes per annum (MMTPA).

The upcoming project will have direct door-step connectivity to the existing roadway and 
railway network connecting to the largest industrial zones, Dedicated Freight Corridor and 
northern hinterland of India.

The Department of  Telecommunications has made it mandatory for mobile phone 
manufacturers to register the IMEI  of all handsets made in India as well as imported with the 
Indian Counterfeited Device Restriction (ICDR) portal starting January 1, 2023.
IMEI is a unique number to identify GSM, WCDMA, iDEN mobile phones and satellite phones. 

Every phone has a single IMEI number, but there are two IMEI numbers in the case of dual SIM 
phones. 
Using the IMEI number, it becomes easier to track the phone in theft situations.

Haryana will develop a curated jungle safari park,  largest outside of Africa , spread over 10,000-acres 
in the Aravalli range.
About Aravallis

Aravalli literally means the ‘line of peaks’ extends across Rajasthan, Haryana, Gujarat, and 
Delhi. 
It is the oldest range of Fold Mountains in India (350 million years). 
The highest peak is as Guru Shikhar (5650 feet ).  
Aravalli Range is rich in minerals such as Marble, Granite, and Sandstone,  rock phosphate, 
lead-zinc-silver mineral deposits at Zawar, etc

It was built by Emperor Ashoka in the 3rd century BC.
The main body of the stupa symbolises the cosmic mountain. 

The domed shape Anda with green highlights portrays the mound of dirt that was used to 
cover Lord Buddha’s remains.
It is topped by a ‘harmika’ to hold the triple umbrella, or ‘chhatraveli’, which represents the 
three jewels of Buddhism – the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha.

The sculptures, monuments and lush gardens of Sanchi Stupa have been designated as the World 
Heritage site by UNESCO.

Armenia has placed the first export order for India’s Pinaka MBRL.
Pinaka MBRL Sysytem is an indigenous rocket system designed and developed by Armament 
Research and Development Establishment (ARDE) of Defence Research and Development 
Organisation (DRDO).
It is a mobile rocket launching system (mounted on a Tatra truck) with maximum range varying 
from around 40 km (Pinaka Mk-1) to 75 km (Pinaka-ER or Extended Range).

World’s First compressed 
natural gas (CNG) Terminal

International Mobile 
Equipment Identity (IMEI)

Pinaka Multi-Barrel Rocket 
Launcher (MBRL) System

Aravallis 

Sanchi stupa


